Unlock your
eSIM platform
with MesH
Enable faster, easier eSIM subscriber growth with
Workz’s Multi-tenant eSIM Hub (MeSH) the first
interoperable open eSIM solution that overlays a
telco’s existing eSIM management platform enabling
them to manage multiple tenants, sales channels,
and platforms all with optimal efficiency and
scalability from a single unifying solution.

What can I manage
with MeSH?

Multiple
tenants

Multiple
platforms

Multiple
sales channels

Multiple
sites

Who does
MeSH help?

Telcos with
multiple vendors

Telcos with
vertical specialists

Telcos
with resellers

Telco groups with
multiple entities
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Workz eSIM overview
Proven subscriber
growth for

130+ 70+
telcos

countries

Top 5 eSIM provider and
leader in eSIM cloud
Top 10 SIM producer
Complete suite of solutions for management
of the eSIM lifecycle
Fully secure, interoperable and futureproof solutions:
1 of only 5 full providers certified by GSMA SAS
100 % telecoms-focused since 1997

Workz has risen up in their completeness, partnership, platform
capabilities and geo reach to become one of the top players globally.
Neil Shah, VP at Counterpoint Research

Unified eSIM management
Platforms & sites

SM-DP+ 2
Vendor B

SM-DP+ 1

Entitlement

Vendor A

Multi eSIM Hub

MVNO 2
MNO 1

MVNO 1
MNO 2
Distribution channels & subsidiaries
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MeSH features
Multi eSIM Hub (MeSH) solution provides you with
the following capabilities:
Multi-tenant system that integrates existing eSIM platforms
Single interface with full profile management, automation
and consolidated reporting
Send QR code via email feature
Enables tenants to self-administrate
Each tenant’s data partitioned for full security
Customisable interface with white labelling

Why MeSH?
MeSH is available as a plug-and-play cloud-based platform or onsite deployment that provides
you with advanced eSIM management capabilities:

$
Competitive advantage

Redundancy

Eff iciency

Gain the edge with a
platform-agnostic, interoperable
solution that provides you
complete freedom and flexibility

Ensure continuity with
enhanced system redundancy
and geo-redundancy

Streamline time and cost
of managing all tenants
and sales channels

Unlock your eSIM management platform and supercharge subscriber growth with MeSH.

hello@workz.com

www.workz.com
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